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Operational Efficiency
How To Increase the
Efficiency Of Monitoring
Systems By Leveraging AI?
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Computer Vision System For
Monitoring Operational Attributes
Leverage artificial
intelligence in the areas
where automation can work
more efficiently than the
human workforce and free
up the latter to focus on
more challenging tasks.

Customized solutions for monitoring the
progress and performance of a business
process can gather and assess data about all of
its components so that it becomes easier to
make adjustments according to the
specifications. This approach reduces the time
taken to spot and fix inconsistencies and allows
the employees to laser-focus on the areas that
need to be treated with their expertise. In any
AI-based solution, innovation is the key. By
seeking assistance from the right technology
partner, you can determine how to apply the
artificial intelligence solution in your operations
and reduce wastage of resources, time and
money.
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Predictive Maintenance
Investing in predictive
maintenance strategies
supported by artificial
intelligence can render
companies with sure-shot
ways of improving
operational efficiency and
impacting the bottom line
positively.

In the last few years, predictive maintenance
has emerged as one of the most trusted resorts
for improving the overall health of the
equipment used in an organization. According
to statistics, AI-based predictive maintenance
can reduce upto 20% of the annual downtime
and 25% of the inspection costs. Predictive
maintenance revolves around using sensors for
gathering data about the present conditions of
the equipment thereby, enabling businesses to
schedule their maintenance beforehand instead
of pushing it until the last minute and
increasing the downtime. If needed, the
operating machines can be set up with their
own AI-sensors so that they can alert the
technicians for replacement.
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Reinforcement Learning
Unlike the conventional
method of letting an AIenabled tool learn what’s
best for it through multiple
trial-and-errors,
reinforcement learning
creates a ground for
learning through both
positive and negative
impacts.

Reinforcement learning implies that once the
solution is set up, it will make
recommendations for improvement even if
there isn’t something majorly wrong with the
operation it is monitoring. The complex
relationships between interrelated operations
are more effectively captured through
reinforcement learning which, in turn, makes it
possible for the solution to gather more data
and learn better even within traditional
infrastructures. Moreover, these solutions can
learn the different adjustments that can be
incorporated to improve the quality of results
and do it in a lesser amount of time.
Furthermore, if the solution is based on the
cloud, it can run several simulations at the
same time and speed up the process.

Reinforcement learning has developed systems to make
decisions in complex environments based on external, and
possibly delayed, feedback.

Reinforcement learning is aimed at understanding how to build
systems that work, even when simulation is unavailable and
samples are scarce.

Reinforcement learning across a broad range of applications,
including dialogue systems, content placement, program
recommendations, web search, and systems optimization.
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Set Up Recommendation And
Control Modes
If you are using the AIsolution for improving the
quality of your products,
setting up the
recommendation mode in
them could be helpful.

Setting up a recommendation mode means
that there will be a computer vision for
continuously measuring the quality of your
products. In the recommendation mode, the
artificial intelligence solution will alert the
operator if something doesn’t match the
specifications. Following this, it can also point
out the panel attributes that are causing the
issues and resultantly, recommend strategies to
fix them. In the control mode, however, the
solution skips the recommendation part and
adjusts the systems as per their specific
attributes.
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Process Optimization
Business equipment and
operations supported by
artificial intelligence and
machine learning can
autonomously improve their
efficiency.

Machine learning and AI algorithms, if
configured in the right way, can improve the
efficiency of processes and quality of products
by themselves. For instance, in case of
manufacturing, the AI systems will monitor
inventory volumes, quantities used, lead times,
errors and downtime for constant optimization
and enhancement. The chief objective of these
AI systems is to comprehend the operator’s
decisions about a certain process and learn
how the human mind works to be later
deployed in operator replacement mode.
Additionally. AI allows the information collected
from all these operations to be transformed
into actionable insights for boosting
productivity and simplifying data-driven
decision-making.
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Personalization Of Services
With the sophistication of
artificial intelligence and
machine learning,
companies now have a
scope of augmenting
personalization and securing
a top position in the market.

As far as customer retention is concerned,
personalization of products/services have
always played an influential role. Gathering
large volumes of data about customer needs
and preferences and analysing the factors that
attract them the most can be helpful in
fabricating products and services that are
highly relevant to them. Naturally, brands that
are willing to personalize have better
relationships with their customers and the
retention level too is quite high. Reports
suggest that about 83% of the global
customers sway towards companies that
capitalize on their personal data to produce
tailored products/services and offer targeted
suggestions.
Give users relevant experiences that improve
over time, based on their behavior and
present the single best outcome for a user,
every time they interact with your website.

Personalization Of
Services

Automatic model optimization based on
reinforcement learning, allowing AI to
achieve the goals you set and match the
performance of your existing solution.

User-friendly interface to monitor and
adjust the learning loop according to your
parameters and KPIs and no machinelearning expertise is required.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER
Applications | Automation | Analytics
Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services.

Contact us:
Office No 125,
Al Ferdous 4,
Al Wasl Road, Dubai.

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Connect with us:
linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai
facebook.com/techfalcondubai
https://twitter.com/techfalcondub

